
Connect these islands with bridges until each island can be reached from any other island, and each island has as many outgoing
bridges as its number. You may only connect islands vertically or horizontally and bridges may not cross. There may be one or two
bridges connecting pairs of islands, but no more than two. Each puzzle has a unique solution that can be found without making guesses.
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What is the area of the tilted square above??

Week 1 Wrangle Problems 2022

1.

2.



Mr. Monster has gremlins in his yard. Each time he steps a gremlin comes up under each portion of his 
foot. If two gremlins are in the same portion, they go party. Mr. Monster wants to clear his yard of 
gremlins by stomping. If his foot is an L, and the gremlins are distributed as below, how does he do it? 

Baby monster’s toes have not turned yet. Can baby monster clear the gremlins from his sandbox if they 
are distributed as below? 

3.



4. Write the date 9/26/1964 as 9 2 6 1 9 6 4.  Using all of these numbers in this order, make a correct
mathematical equation.  You can place the equals sign anywhere in the string of numbers.  You can add, 
subtract, multiply, divide, use parentheses, and use powers (example:  you can use the last two numbers 
to create 6 ^ 4, or 6 raised to the 4th power).  You can also concatenate numbers.  This means that you 
can “smush” numbers together to make larger numbers.  For example, you can consider the first three 
numbers as the three-digit number 926, if you wish. 

5. A zeroth generation 3D Sierpinski gasket is a tetrahedron. Each next generation Sierpinski gasket is a
union of a tetrahedral configuration of Sierpinski gaskets of the prior generation as in the following 
figure displaying generations 1, 2, 3, and 4. What is the number of gen0 tetrahedra in the 4th generation 
Sierpinski gasket? 

6. The students at Meadow’s Edge Elementary School have been learning to make nutritious lunch
choices. The students learned that canned corn is a starch and does not really count as a serving 
of vegetables. Today, students could choose either canned corn or a fresh spinach salad as their 
vegetable. 7/10 ths  of the students chose the healthier option, but the other 90 students opted for the 
corn anyway because they do not like the taste of spinach. How many students are at Meadow’s Edge 

Elementary School? 

7. Our planet spins counterclockwise on its axis. It also has a counterclockwise revolution
around the sun. (As seen from way above the north pole looking down.) If 
both motions switch to clockwise what would happen to sunrise and sunset? 

8. Which is bigger 910 or 109? Recall that (34 = 3 x 3 x 3 x 3.)




